Internship Housing

A challenge for many students related to their internship search is finding housing in the cities where internship opportunities exist, and many students place unnecessary restrictions on their internship search due to housing concerns. If you are considering an internship in a city not represented in this list, consider contacting universities in that local area, as many open their dorms to visiting interns.

This list, while not comprehensive, gives a good starting point for exploring temporary housing opportunities in various cities across the United States. UCS does not endorse or investigate these resources and encourages students to check thoroughly before paying for any service.

**Nationwide**

- [Internhousing.com](https://www.internhousing.com) [1]
- [Sublet.com](https://www.sublet.com) [2]
- [Studentrent.com](https://www.studentrent.com) [3]

**Boston**

- [Boston University Summer Housing](https://www.bu.edu) [4]
- [Emmanuel College Summer Housing](https://www.emmanuel.edu) [5]
- [Northeastern University Intern Housing](https://www.neu.edu) [6]
- [Tufts University Summer Intern Housing](https://www.tufts.edu) [7]

**Chicago, IL**

- [University of Illinois at Chicago Intern Housing](https://www.illinois.edu) [8]
- [School of the Art Institute of Chicago Summer Housing for Interns](https://www.sai.edu) [9]
- [Loyola University Chicago Intern Housing](https://www.luc.edu) [10]

**Cincinnati, OH**

- [University of Cincinnati Summer Housing](https://www.uc.edu) [11]
- [Xavier University Summer Guest Housing](https://www.xavier.edu) [12]
Dallas, TX
- University of Texas Dallas Summer Intern Housing [13]

Denver, CO
- University of Colorado Boulder Internship Lodging [14]

Detroit, MI
- Wayne State University Intern Housing [15]

Minneapolis, MN
- University of Minnesota Summer Intern Housing [16]

Nashville, TN
- Vanderbilt University Academic Intern Housing [17]

New Orleans, LA
- Tulane University Summer Conference Housing [18]

New York City, NY
- Columbia University Summer Housing [19]
- The New School Student Housing and Residential Education [20]
- Iona College Summer Intern Housing 2020 [21]

Orlando, FL
- University of Central Florida Intern Housing [22]

Philadelphia, PA
- Drexel University Summer Intern Housing [23]
- University of Pennsylvania Intern Housing [24]
- Villanova University Intern Housing Program [25]

Pittsburgh, PA
- Carnegie Mellon University Summer Intern Housing [26]
- Duquesne University Housing for Student Interns [27]
Portland, OR

- Portland State University Internship Housing [28]

Raleigh, NC

- North Carolina State University Summer Intern Housing [29]

Seattle, WA

- Seattle University Summer Housing [30]

St. Louis, MO

- University of Missouri ? St. Louis Intern Housing [31]

Washington, DC

- Howard University Summer Intern and Conference Housing [32]
  - Trinity Washington University Summer Conference Housing [33]
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